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FAST CAT® Master Report- Instructions
Thank you so much to Nick Pisias (Chintimini Kennel Club, Corvallis Oregon) for creating the FAST
CAT® Master Report spreadsheet.
The FAST CAT ® Master Report spreadsheet allows clubs to quickly and easily create results pages
for Fast CAT® events. Trial Secretaries need only input the exhibitor information, handicap, and
time, and the MPH and points are automatically generated using the official AKC MPH-conversion
formula. Additionally, the spreadsheet creates “white board pages” that can be printed out so
that results are available for exhibitor viewing almost immediately.

THE SHEETS
Entries
The entries sheet is where the secretary will input the information for the tests. On this sheet the event
number, date of the event, secretary’s name and host club/location of event are entered. For each dog
competing, Breed, Call Name, Registered Name, AKC Registration/Listing #, Gender, Handicap, Time 1,
and Time 2 are input in the appropriate columns by the secretary. Fields that need to be completed are
colored. (Note: The other fields are protected and cannot be edited, so that the formulas cannot be
mistakenly altered.) The identifying information can be completed prior to the running of the trial, and
the secretary need only input the times as the dogs are run.
If the club is using an electronic timing system and hence only 1 timer, the time will need to be input in
both the Time 1 and Time 2 fields in order for everything to be calculated correctly. The spreadsheet will
automatically average the two times for the run and use that to determine the MPH and points.
If more than 48 dogs are entered in your event (6 report sheets), then secretaries must generate a second
spreadsheet.
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Page 1, Page 2, etc.
The next sheets are the results pages that are automatically generated once the times are input. The dog’s
time is converted to MPH (using the AKC formula) and then multiplied by the handicap to yield the number
of points for the run. These sheets can be printed to send to the AKC.
These pages cannot be edited and are protected; to avoid mistakenly altering the calculations.
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White Board
The white board sheet creates a large-font running order that can be printed out and posted to a white
board at the event. As soon as the dog leaves the field the time columns can be filled in via marker so that
everyone can see how the dog performed. This is automatically generated from the entries sheet, so the
Secretary will NOT need to update this page manually.
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Check-In List
The check-in list sheet can be used by the inspection committee to be sure all dogs are inspected before
running. Some clubs give each exhibitor a mailing label sticker with their run number to indicate when
they should be ready to bring their dog to the paddock/starting line area. The dog’s information is
automatically imported from the entries page. After the inspection of all dogs is completed, this list can
be returned to the Secretary in case a refund is required for dogs not passing inspection.

If you have suggestions for improvement, please send them to Nick Pisias (ngpisias@gmail.com) or AKC
(SportsEvents@akc.org). A Microsoft Access database is available for keeping a record of dogs entered
into your events. The database keeps all the information contained on the official AKC lure coursing entry
form. The database will print entries for exhibitors and after assigning dogs to an event via their AKC
Registration/Listing #, the database creates an excel page that can be entered into this FAST CAT® Master
Report and the CAT Master Report spread sheets. For information on this database, contact Nick Pisias.
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